Background information on the contract signed between Fusion for Energy and a consortium of three Spie batignolles Group subsidiaries (Spie batignolles TPCI / Spie batignolles sud-est and Valérian) and ADF for the ITER site infrastructure works.

The scope and duration of the contract:
Fusion for Energy (F4E) has signed a contract with Spie Batignolles for the ITER site infrastructure works, which are expected to be carried out during the next four years.

The value of the contract:
The total amount of the contract is approximately 60 million EUR.

Summary of the site infrastructure works contract:
The civil engineering works carried out through this contract will provide the ITER construction site with the necessary infrastructure in three main areas: deep networks, superficial networks and surface areas. Services trenches of 10 000 m³ of concrete will be developed to host the electricity and water networks of the buildings. A precipitation drainage system to collect runoff water from the impermeable surfaces on the site will also be provided through this contract. Hydraulics networks, such as industrial water drainage system and a sanitary drainage system, will be delivered. Works for an integrated earthing grid will be carried out and 600 lighting points will be installed to form part of the ITER site’s outdoor lighting. Roads, parking and laydown areas will allow cars, trucks, machines and cranes to access all buildings and installations. The works will unfold to almost half of the entire ITER platform covering a surface of more than 200 000 m².

Spie batignolles is a leading global player in construction and civil engineering providing a wide range of skills and expertise. Our five main areas of activity encompass all sectors of the industry. A leading independent group, Spie batignolles operates in France and internationally. Its deep-rooted commitment to partnership is reflected in the culture and performance of its innovative brands. The Group is equally committed to ensuring the health and safety of its employees, the quality of their working lives and their professional development.

Contact point for media: Audrey Segura Tel: +33 1 30 09 6704/ e-mail: audrey@fpa.fr
Staff: 6500 employees
Website: http://www.spiebatignolles.fr/
Address: 8, rue Victor Noir 92521 Neuilly sur Seine Cedex